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Types of applications:

- Attachment N – new generation and uprates to existing generation
- Attachment S – merchant transmission requests
- Attachment Y – new generation, less than 2 MW and not seeking Capacity Interconnection Rights (CIRs)
- Attachment BB – inverter based generation no larger than 10kW
- Attachment EE – ARR request
- Attachment FF – Long term firm request
Application Process

• Some updates put in place over the past 5 years
• Updating and improvements to application processes needed
• New processes are targeted to:
  – Improve user experience
  – Decrease questions about information required in process
  – Improve data routing inside of PJM
  – Improve data validation during submission
• New Page to begin entry into application process
• Wizard to help customers choose correct application form to submit (Only for Generation on initial roll-out)
• Attachment N
• Attachment S
• Impact Study data form
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